Abstract. An overview of whistler wave phenomena in space and laboratory plasmas is given. Common features and different approaches between laboratory and space plasma research are pointed out. Both research activities have discovered a rich variety of whistler wave effects. Many useful applications have emerged. Open research topics and interactions between lab and space research on whistlers are pointed out.
]. There exist different terminologies for whistler waves in the space and laboratory communities. In space science, a "whistle" is specifically defined as an electromagnetic wave excited by lightning and dispersed while propagating through the ionosphere and magnetosphere. All other excitation mechanisms lead to "whistler-mode wave." Depending on their sound and spectrograms they are given many exotic names such as hiss, roar, saucers, chorus, risers, hooks, triggered emissions, etc.. In laboratory plasma physics any wave propagating in the whistler mode is simply called a "whistler wave." However, in bounded laboratory plasmas, in particular solid state plasmas, these waves are often Copyright 1999 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0148-0227/99/1998JA900120509.00 called "helicons." Thus a reader from the space science community should simply interpret a laboratory whistler as any wave propagating in the whistler mode irrespective of its excitation mechanism.
Historically, whistler wave research started with passive ground observations of low-frequency radio waves from the ionosphere. Space plasma research blossomed in the era of spacecraft exploration. A wealth of whistler wave phenomena has been collected. Remote observations from ground, point measurements from space, and lack of parameter control have sometimes caused difficulties in explaining the observations uniquely. This lead to the desire to study whistlers in a controlled laboratory plasma. After the development of suitably large and collisionless laboratory plasmas and advanced plasma diagnostics many contributions on linear and nonlinear whistler waves were made in laboratory plasmas. Phenomena like resonance cones, beam-driven VLF hiss, filamentation instabilities, antenna properties, whistler wings, etc., added to the knowledge of whistler waves. The purpose of the present paper is to describe the major findings in both areas of whistler research so as to possibly stimulate new investigations. After a brief historic background, the following sections present whistler properties, major findings in space and laboratory plasmas, a section of emerging applications of whistler waves, and presently open questions for further research on whistlers.
Brief History
More than 100 years ago, Preece [1894] Early interferometry was performed by moving a receiving antenna along a line, for example, parallel to B0. Subsequently, the measurements were extended to two dimensions by scanning over a plane and finally were extended to a three-dimensional (3-D) volume. Figure 2 [Stenzel, 1976b] . A largeamplitude whistler wave was observed to generate a field-aligned density depression in which the wave became ducted. As shown in Figure 5 , nearly perfect duct- Using a circular line source, a converging resonance cone produced at its focus a wave pressure far in excess of the particle pressure. Time-resolved measurements of the pulsed experiment showed the formation of a deep density depression at the focus, the deformation of the resonance cone fields, a partial density recovery, and repe- 
An example of such 3-D data is displayed in

Applications of Whistlers
Ever since the basic theory for whistlers was developed, the potential for remote diagnostics of the ionosphere has been obvious. The average electron density can be obtained from the dispersion of low-frequency whistlers or, more accurately, from "nose whistlers" [Helliwell, 1965] Laboratory experiments are highly suited for performing multipoint measurements, excitation of largeamplitude waves, and controlled parameter variations. A basic linear problem which could be measured in a large laboratory plasma is the coupling of whistlers into the Earth-ionospheric waveguide. The properties of nonlinear whistlers whose wave amplitude exceeds the ambient field are just beginning to be studied. These waves can create magnetic null points, reverse the helicity density, and propagate at a speed which depends on amplitude and field direction. 14,390
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tory the goal is to isolate a physical process and study it in detail under controlled conditions. In space this is usually not possible, and one has to understand a complex coupled system from a limited set of passive observations. While the approaches, methods, and applications often vary, each activity can only benefit from learning about the different aspects of whistler wave research.
